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In the featured video, Chris Martenson, Ph.D., reviews why he’s giving up on “the idea that our

leaders in charge are going to get a clue and maybe navigate our way to a better ... outcome.”

Many are now starting to realize that we’re facing a multitude of catastrophes, sort of pancaked on

top of one another. Gas prices are skyrocketing, thanks to President Biden’s decision to shut down

U.S. oil production,  yet when confronted with the price hikes, he blames it on Russia’s invasion of

Ukraine  — an odd choice, considering Russia accounts for a mere 3% of U.S. crude oil imports.

The crypto market recently cratered.  Bitcoin lost about a quarter of its value and Luna, an

algorithmic stablecoin, lost nearly all of its $40 billion value.  It is likely this was precipitated by

Blackrock and Vanguard as crypto is an existential threat to the Snancial markets. The crypto

market in its entirety has lost more than half its value since November 2021, and Reddit forums are

reportedly Wush with suicide discussions.

The stock market is also starting to cave, and inWation is starting to careen out of control, thanks to

the U.S. government borrowing (read printing) trillions of dollars from the Federal Reserve which, by

the way, is not federal but a privately-owned corporation. The reason we pay federal taxes is

because we have to pay interest on the money the federal government borrows from this private

lender.

Ditching this central bank, i.e., the Federal Reserve, and printing our own U.S. currency would keep

inWation at bay, since the central bank system only has a life span of about a half-century. Then, it

collapses under the weight of the accrued debt. The interest is simply too great to ever be paid off.

So, it’s important to realize that the collapses of energy and Snance we’re about to experience are

not accidental. Parts are intentional and fabricated, and other parts are unavoidable thanks to

relinquishing our national currency creation to a central bank.

Uncontrolled Crash Appears Inevitable

We’re now faced with nothing but painful options. As reported by Spanish economist and

investment manager Daniel Lacalle:

“After more than a decade of chained stimulus packages and extremely low rates, with

trillions of dollars of monetary stimulus fueling elevated asset valuations and incentivizing

an enormous leveraged bet on risk, the idea of a controlled explosion or a ‘soft landing’ is

impossible.

The Arst problem of a soft landing is the evidence of the weak economic data ... both the

labor participation and employment rate ... have been stagnant for almost a year ... Real

wages are down, as inCation completely eats away the nominal wage increase.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, real average hourly earnings decreased 2.6%,

seasonally adjusted, from April 2021 to April 2022. The change in real average hourly

earnings combined with a decrease of 0.9% in the average workweek resulted in a 3.4%

decrease in real average weekly earnings over this period ...

The second problem of believing in a soft landing is underestimating the chain reaction

impact of even allegedly small corrections in markets. With global debt at all-time highs

and margin debt in the US alone at $773 billion, expectations of a controlled explosion

where markets and the indebted sectors will absorb the rate hikes without a signiAcant

damage to the economy are simply too optimistic ...

However, the biggest problem is that the Federal Reserve wants to curb inCation while at

the same time the Federal government is unwilling to reduce spending.

Ultimately, inCation is reduced by cutting the amount of broad money in the economy, and if

government spending remains the same, the efforts to reduce inCation will only come from

obliterating the private sector through higher cost of debt and a collapse in consumption ...

There is no easy solution. There is no possible painless normalization path ... There are

only two possibilities: To truly tackle inCation and risk a Anancial crisis led by the US dollar

vacuum effect or to forget about inCation, make citizens poorer and maintain the so-called

bubble of everything ... [Federal reserve chairman Jerome] Powell will have to choose

between the risk of a global Anancial meltdown or prolonged inCation.”

World Economic Forum Has Told Us Their Plan

In 2016, the World Economic Forum (WEF) published several “predictions” for the future, a sort of

summary agenda to let people know the direction of the globalists’ plans. This was done in two

formats. One was a video (above), which was also discussed in greater detail on the WEF’s

website,  the other was an article written by an unnamed WEF contributor, published in Forbes

magazine.

Topping the WEF’s list of “predictions” for 2030 was that “you will own nothing and be happy.”  As

noted by Martenson, if you own nothing, that means you’ll be renting everything you need.

And if you’re renting, that means you’re renting it FROM someone (and note they didn’t say “we” will

own nothing). While the WEF didn’t spell out who the owner of everything would be, it’s clear they

foresee a future in which ownership of everything is restricted to a few “elite” individuals — the

richest of the rich, and the most powerful of the powerful. 

This is what The Great Reset, “Building Back Better” and the Green New Deal are all about. It’s

about wealth transfer, from you to them. It’s about stripping property rights from the people. It’s

about controlling the masses, and possibly eliminating a few along the way to ensure the “useless

eaters” don’t gobble up “their” resources.

While the Srst item on the WEF’s wish list is disconcerting, Martenson is even more troubled by No.

8 on the list, which states that by 2030, “Western values will have been tested to the breaking

point.”

Just what are “Western values”? Martenson suggests cornerstones include things like

individualism, liberty, democracy, science and progress, the bond between parent and child, family

values and the idea that there is objective truth based on shared, common understanding of facts.

Certainly, the idea of objective truth has been stretched to near-breaking over the past two years.

Martenson notes he can’t even have conversations with some colleagues anymore because they

can no longer agree on the common interpretation of common data. “We don’t share objective

reality anymore,” he says.

Whodunit?

Now, if the WEF claims they’re going to do something, and it then happens, is it not reasonable to

suspect the WEF had a hand in it? Martenson certainly believes so. The fact that we’re now

experiencing the destruction of Western values on every front suggests the WEF and its global

allies are, in fact, carrying out their plan.

Here’s another example: Also included in the WEF’s 2030 “wish list” is the declaration that “You’ll

eat less meat.” This too is now coming to pass. And, by the way, meat shortages, which are bound

to become far more severe over the next several months and years, are largely the result of

intentional actions by national and international leadership.

Martenson points out that we’re now seeing plenty of evidence of “enemy action,” meaning, what

we’re experiencing is not the result of mere incompetence but, rather, intentional malevolence.

“There are people out there INTENDING to destroy the country,” he says. “And like Maya

Angelou, the poet, said, ‘When people tell you who they are, believe them the Arst time.’ It’s

a really good life tip.”

The Hubris of Wealth

Martenson goes on to note that one of the things that strikes him about “the WEF crowd” is that

their superiority complex appears to be rooted in their wealth. Because they’re wealthy, they believe

they’re smarter than the rest of us and worthier of life than we are.

However, their wealth has also shielded them from the realities that face the rest of us, so many

actually have only the Wimsiest understanding of how things work. “They’ve never had to cook a

meal, bang a nail or run a production process,” Martenson says. Yet these are the people who now

want to micromanage the lives of every person on the planet.

The Looming Energy Crisis

But what is it about the year 2030? Why do all of the globalist plans converge on 2030? What’s the

urgency, the ticking clock that has them so intent on reaching certain goals by that time? “Wander

with me over to the big world of resources and I’ll think you’ll see what the big ticking clock is,”

Martenson says.

Basically, the short story is that the resources of the world have been grossly mismanaged under

the leadership of these globalists, and we’re coming up on very real shortages. Up until about 1930,

farming was a net positive exercise. Today, it’s a net negative process. We’re using more energy in

the production of food than we get out of it.

To give you a bit of background, Martenson is the founder of a website called Peak Prosperity, and

he’s the author of a book and corresponding course called “The Crash Course.” It lays out a

systems-level view that connects economy, energy and environment into a holistic whole. You

cannot squeeze any one of these without causing ramiScations in one or both of the others, and

we’re starting to see very clear examples of this now.

However, rather than admit their mistakes, and the mistakes of their forefathers, the globalist cabal

members are now trying to manipulate the world into a system of governance that will allow them

to maintain their power and privilege while the rest of us are told to “take cold showers and eat

bugs,” Martenson says.

The NOPEC Bill

You’ve likely heard about OPEC, the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, an

intergovernmental organization of 13 countries founded in 1960. The U.S. Senate judiciary

committee recently passed the NOPEC bill, which paves the way for lawsuits against OPEC

members for market manipulation — an action that OPEC energy ministers warn could drive oil

prices to $300 per barrel.

That would basically be the death knell for the U.S. economy. Many companies would simply go out

of business. It’s important to realize that for all the talk about green energy, oil is the engine that

drives economies and food production.

U.S. leaders are now cutting the U.S. off from oil, while having no reasonable alternative, while

Saudi Arabia is forming alliances with Russia and China. Martenson believes the power structure of

the world will dramatically change over the next decade, and he who has the oil will rule the roost.

It’s not an unintended consequence if you can predict the future based on certain data, and

Martenson predicts the NOPEC bill will open the door for OPEC to retaliate in kind and Snd new

trading partners who aren’t so eager to sue them. If that happens, and the U.S. economy tanks as a

result, it’s hardly an unintended consequence but a predictably negative outcome, based on the

intentional actions of our leadership.

Energy Is the Economy

Martenson goes into a number of other details that explain why and how we’re heading toward a

global energy shortage, but that’s the Snal verdict: The countries of the world will not have the

energy they need to maintain rates of production, which includes food production.

Data clearly show that consumption of primary energy (hydropower, nuclear energy, gas, coal, oil)

and the real gross domestic product (GDP) is so tightly intertwined as to be indistinguishable. They

go together and cannot be separated.

If you want more units of a given product, you have to consume the same number of units of

primary energy. So, “energy is the economy,” Martenson says. Take away the energy and the

economy vanishes. You’d be hard-pressed to Snd a single item in your home that ended up inside

your house without the use of a primary energy source, and oil in particular.

What this means for our immediate future is that we’re at a point that requires painful trade-offs,

but our leadership simply aren’t willing to do it, or don’t have the experience to realize that trade-

offs are necessary.

The dire conclusion Martenson presents is that our energy economy is in a nose dive. Importantly,

it’s not just about quantity. Even if we were able to extract more energy, such as oil, on a global

level, which we can’t, it still might not solve the problem, and here’s why.

Energy Return on Investment

The graph above was taken from Martenson’s video above. It shows the energy return on

investment over the past several decades. Energy is required to bring energy to market. Energy is

required to pump oil out of the ground, for example. The energy required by the energy industry

itself is the red part in the graph.

In the 1930s, we’d invest one barrel of oil into an oil extraction venture, and get 100 barrels back.

The green part of the graph shows the surplus energy available to society. With that surplus, society

can do whatever it wants. This surplus is what has allowed for air travel, massive gas-guzzling

SUVs, vacations, a home Slled with electronics and much more.

“ We’ve now gone over what’s called ‘the energy
cliff,’ and at the bottom of this cliff, there’s no
surplus energy left over for society.”

But as you can see, the energy invested in more recent years ballooned, which means the surplus

energy available to society has shrunk, but it didn’t shrink linearly. In 2000, when energy production

required the input of one barrel to extract 10 (or one unit of energy to produce 10 units of energy),

there was still a lot of surplus. It wasn’t noticeably different from the 1970s, really.

But look where we are today. We’ve now gone over what’s called “the energy cliff,” and at the bottom

of this cliff, there’s no surplus energy left over for society, because it takes one unit of energy to

produce a unit of energy. Today, the energy to produce oil is about one unit for every 3.8 units,

leaving only 2.8 units for society. Tar sands and oil shale have about the same returns. Needless to

say, as energy becomes in short supply, prices will rise.

To understand these concepts better, I recommend viewing Martenson’s video. So, in the Snal

analysis, it appears only the foolish will ignore the signs of the times and hang their hopes on the

fantasy that, somehow, all of this will just sort itself out and life will return to normal. That hardly

seems likely. As noted by Martenson, there’s a reason why the global cabal are pressing forward

with 2030 in their sights. They know we’re on the energy cliff and where we’re headed.

The question is, how do we make it through the coming energy and Snancial crises? The answer is

to work on your own resiliency. Learn to grow your own food. Start now, because it can take some

time to master. Pick up tips from preppers who can instruct you on long-term food storage and the

like, and pick up a bit extra right now.

Consider how you might power some of the essentials in your home if there are rolling blackouts.

Identify sources of potable water and so on. Like Martenson warns, I believe things will get far

worse before they get better, and making things better again may require new forms of energy that

haven’t even been invented yet, or at the least released into the public domain.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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poiesis
Joined On 10/8/2019 9:54:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Mercolans ~ i am sad to tell that beloved Stanley Becker passed away on the weekend; he was an avid devotee of JM and took

immense pleasure in applying his magniScent mind knowledge humour insight + ire to this site ..  may his soul be free , beautiful +

glad ~ please say kaddish for him x amen x

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 1:42:26 PM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh NO...not Stan. Such a light he was and IS! Thoughts and prayers. God speed Stan you are indeed FREE!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 2:23:21 PM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

poiesis - thanks so much for letting us know. Sensed something happened as Stan (and his snake discussion) never missed a

chance to comment! At Srst I thought he was a bit off-key, later to realize Stan was mostly on-target, nearly all the time. Truly a

treasure and Yes, Snally freedom and glory.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 4:25:02 PM
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getsmarts
Joined On 8/20/2010 6:52:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, no; I'm so sad to hear this news! Thank you so much, poiesis, for sharing this sad news with us, so that we will know why

he's no longer leaving comments; we have always enjoyed reading his comments here on Dr. Mercola's website for so many

years!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

poiesis, thanks for this information. I always found Stan as one with intellectual wisdom, learned in the classics, common

sense, and a Sghter for what he believed in. Stan and I always came out in unison with the Sght against Monsanto and their

CRAAP. Chemically Reprocessed Animals And Plants. Fly softly and high Stan.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am deSnitely going to miss Stanley's insight and wit. I am jealous but happy for him as he no longer has to battle this evil. I

have been waiting to leave this world for quite awhile. 65 years of this is enough for me.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 9:11:50 PM
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Jharris2020
Joined On 1/19/2020 5:42:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is absolutely terrible news!!!! I thought it was strange that Stan wasn't commenting recently. This is a sad day for us all but

especially his family. He was a wonderful guy and will be missed by us all, I'm sure.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 9:36:49 PM
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the7360
Joined On 2/4/2019 10:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley Becker passed. He will surely be missed. I always enjoyed reading what he had to say. He deSnitely inspired me to

research more and look at the things more closely. I will deSnitely miss him and hope that his family is coping. My prayers go

out to his family. I really liked him. Thank you Poiesis
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ttwdem
Joined On 3/27/2012 5:30:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for letting us know. Condolences to his loved ones. Although I never met him, I enjoyed his comments very much,

and had been wondering lately if he was alright. I will truly miss him. He put a smile on my face countless times.
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getsmarts
Joined On 8/20/2010 6:52:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

poiesis, have you heard from Guillermou? We haven't seen his postings for quite a few days. Not sure why and hope all is well.

Thank you!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/25/2022 5:12:47 AM
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prune unit
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley was one of my favorite long time posters. Very sorry to hear this.
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42ndenigma
Joined On 7/5/2011 8:02:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the sad info poiesis. Never engaged directly with Stanley but greatly enjoyed his intelligent, insightful, even

argumentative comments. Always imparting knowledge. He will be greatly missed. Now he is on to the next part of his

existence. Freedom!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/25/2022 8:15:46 AM
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peter.azlac
Joined On 4/23/2016 10:27:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a lot of respect for Martensen but he is wrong about energy. There is a vast supply of thorium which would enable small-scale

nuclear reactors to produce power on a local scale - just like Rolls Royce is working on for the Uk as well as India. Thie solves the

mechanical aspects of farming - Seld operations, drying grains, transport etc. Oil and gas are needed for fertilizer and agrochemical

production but once these are no longer used for transport there will be no shortage. I started ny career as an agricultural scientist in

the 1950s when the Malthusian forecasts of global starvation were rife but the Green Revolution was so successful that since then the

problem for successful farmers have been the surpluses that have depressed prices and for those in the Third World the dumping of

US supluses disguised as food aid that have destroyed local agriculture or the Green sustainable agriculture nonsense that has had an

equally devastating effect on behalf of virtue signaling and proSts by NGOs.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"There is a vast supply of thorium which would enable small-scale nuclear reactors to produce power on a local scale -... " I

believe you are referring to LFTR, an acronym for "Liquid Fluoride Thorium Reactor".

en.wikipedia.org/.../Liquid_Wuoride_thorium_reactor   ~~~ mindlessdreck.com/liquid-Wuoride-thorium-reactor   ~~~

Wuoridealert.org/news/Wibe-energys-liquid-Wuoride-thorium-reactor-l..  A safe use of Wuoride???, never thought I'd see the day.

And special thanks to Mercola forum member, "showmeaschematic" for pointing out LFTR to me/us, in the Srst place, on his

biopage.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi peter.aziac - Thank you for this post. AS we have seen, the small but mighty CORPORATOCRACY has been sequentially

burying, squelching and covering up "other ideas" on a regular basis, those that compete with existing investments. These

entities have tenticles far and wide, and are grasping the status-quo as hard as they can, keeping changes at a controllable

minimum. This has gone on way too long, Srst notices about the US squandering energy usage came out years ago, 1972.

US industrial corporate farming alone is currently consuming energy at an alarming rate, industrial farming along with rail and

truck farm chemical and fertilizer inputs and subsequent nationwide distribution is using around 35 - 40% of all energy in the

US. And we generally get to eat toxins. Its NUTZ! Alternate and smaller scale energy ideas in a variety of areas come out all the

time, then they either get swept under the carpet or disappear amidst media noise of the latest greatest corporate development.

The pendulum needs to swing back, and soon!
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einkaufen
Joined On 9/26/2012 12:39:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PA must have missed out on the ecology courses, but in the 50s ecology was looked on as esoteric ...by most industrial

science.
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once again the road ahead for us here on mercola.com is crystal clear; we may be the only ones with the clarity of vision to enable us

to see what we need to do to survive. So, again, it remains my belief that while such posts as here today serve to highlight the overall

problem; what we must now fully concentrate upon is our survival, and that requires us to concentrate upon survival; NOT on what is

wrong, but what we need to do to survive. We are a team, a solid group of individuals with knowledge and imagination; every tool

needed to enable us to move forward.

So my message today is to Dr. Mercola and his wonderful team; please, from now onwards, concentrate your thinking on what we all

need to do, and dramatically reduce any thought of the dangers we all face. We here can all see them clearly, so now concentrate

everyone's minds on a strategy to survive. That requires reducing fear, and increasing hope and positive thinking. We can succeed and

survive, we instinctively know that to be true, so everyone here must now concentrate upon the best way forward as a group spanning

the entire planet.

Dr. Mercola has long ago recognised his power to lead people forward to take control of our health; now we need to learn how to

survive, and that is as much our responsibility as anyone's. So from now onwards, we the people here, in our global community

wonderfully created by Dr. Mercola and his team, must become the leadership for the rest of the planet; teaching everyone else how to

live in the post global world. We thus need to create a new set of rules, that everyone can learn from; to allow them to succeed as free

people. It has become our destiny.
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Divenire
Joined On 5/8/2017 3:00:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really needed to read your post. It’s becoming hard not to succumb to fear and despair. My husband and I have been putting

everything we have into growing food and trying to become as self sutcient as possible. Dr. Mercola is spot on about how long

it takes to master growing our own food. It’s the most ditcult but also the most interesting thing I’ve done. My husband owned

and operated dairy farms most of his life, but even he had to start at the beginning to learn to grow food as it’s so different from

growing Selds of hay.  Thank you for your words of inspiration and strength.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shop local, cash not credit.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, Chris the solution to the problem even before there were all these problems is local, local, local. Our world is designed to

work best with small communities as each person directly contributes their talents to the micro society. I never understood the

concept of any federal government that runs amok with power, corruption and spending. Why should I send my hard earned

money thousands of miles away to never receive any beneSt from it? Certainly not to protect me from a fraudulent boogeyman

whose only purpose is to instill fear in people to keep them under control. My local community may receive a pittance every now

and then. Who knows?

We might get lucky and get a bridge built to nowhere to create local jobs. Mankind's design has always been local. Think back

when we were an agrarian society. Life was tough but it was simple. You didn't have the insane merry go round of today and the

money mostly remained in the community. Hopefully, if things really melt down we all can choose to have true local currency.

Many merchants have tried promoting it but it can never work in conjunction with central bank funny money. It must be able to

stand on it's own. I've always wished I had lived around 1850. Maybe I will get a short glimpse of that before I die.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jones; whenever I shop, the Srst thing the cashier does after he/she has calculated my total, is to grab the "smart" device and

say; "how would you like to pay?". I always respond: "With cash - as long as I'm allowed to!". -- BTW: while the cash register is

Sguring out what my change will be; I already know!
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We get both fear and freedom on Mercola. I'm ok with that. Fear gets us moving and doing something to be prepared. The grim

reaper is upon us. Now. what are you going to do about it?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 10:13:25 AM
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randy, especially if they are young! And they have a shocked look when you take out cash to pay.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 10:51:33 AM
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People go to prepper channels, forums to learn how to survive. Part of prepping is having knowledge about nutrition, gardens,

diet, and exercise. Dr Mercola is addressing this issue. For the rest of the areas of survival you will have to search out other

experts such as Southern Prepper 1 on You Tube.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 10:56:16 AM
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Dr. Mercola
Joined On 12/21/1997 7:06:45 PM

www.youtube.com/.../videos

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 11:20:08 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow!!!! What! A! Jackpot! Of! Needed! Information!!!! Thank You Doc & Staff!!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 2:09:04 PM
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Knowledge=strength/power If you are smart enough to see the world for what it really is right now then you’re already at an

advantage. The whole Covid thing should’ve been enough for people to wake up but I know many people who still buy into the

whole thing. My husband and I started “prepping” years ago simply because we were trying to save money by stocking up

during sales for things we already used. Fast forward to now and I have my own grocery store at home, stocked with a years

supply of everything we use on a daily basis. One thing we’ve focused on is getting in good/optimal health. Having a large food

supply is wonderful but not if you can’t physically protect it.

Thankfully we have a wonderful functional dr who has helped tremendously. August 2021 my husband got severe pneumonia

from covid. Extremely unexpected since we live a healthy lifestyle with none of the comorbidities that go along with severe

cases. My knowledge obtained from people like Dr Mercola, along with our Dr who prescribed the controversial treatments,

helped my husband heal at home. He had a high fever for 10 days and literally thought he was going to die. I stayed positive and

conSdent that he would be ok. It was a terrifying time but I never felt any fear because I was prepared.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 11:40:33 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Technology has run amok and is out of control. It is no longer the Sre that warms the hearth, but has become the Sre that burns the

house down. Resources diverted to constant surveillance do not feed the body or spirit. Energy independence is a good thing. Food

self-sutciency and a full pantry are good things. Staying healthy is better than needing medical care. Living within your means is a

good thing. These apply whether at the individual, household or national level. It is only in good times, when there have been govt and

charities to depend on, that people have had the option of being dependent. Self-reliance is not just something you do in hard times.

It needs to be a continuous lifestyle so you are always prepared. Be already engaged in the cycles of nature and living. It is too late to

plant a garden when your cupboard is already empty. Too late to construct your energy system when you are already freezing to death.

Very few people can have it all or do it all. You must prioritize and network with others. Foresight. Try your best to stay ahead of the

game and recognize what will be in short supply in the months and years ahead. Plan accordingly. Your success or failure will depend

on several things. First and most signiScant can you keep ownership of the land under your feet or continue to pay rent to a good

landlord who allows you expanded use of the property such as gardening?

Can you remain safe? Can you Snd alternatives to dependency? Do you have a skill or resource, for barter or a side gig, so you can at

least continue to pay your taxes? Will what you own, produce or earn keep pace with inWation so you do not lose assets and earning

power? What will you do when you run out of store bought items? Many brilliant people who know what to do fail because they will not

follow up with timely action. Many dull-witted people survive because they live traditional lifestyles and do not have to think about

doing basic things because it is all they know.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Snd this so interesting and timely. Some locals near our cabin have decided to get together and sort of Snd out what each of

us is good at. One man grows sprouts, another is in the process of putting up a greenhouse. We have 120 acres of maple trees

for tapping, also we beekeep. Of course, g*ns and learning how to use them. We have tons of deer, partridge, turkey, bear, etc.

We garden and raise chickens; right now I have 10 dz in my frig, canning skills, drying skills, etc. I don't know why people who

don't think in the prep style Snd it intimidating. I Snd it fun. I guess it was the way I was raised (a woman who was born in 1910

raised me).

I am 62 (don't feel it!) and I thank the good Lord every day that she raised me. I don't like feeling dependent if I can absolutely

help it. It is not a fun feeling to have to depend on someone else especially if you can do it yourself. Right now I am looking for

whole chickens at the stores around us. There are none! So my husband bought an incubator to raise quail and it came with two

so we are thinking about raising more layers and if they turn out to be roosters, they can be butchered. Never done it, but willing

to learn!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, this recent BBC world news in-depth article is just 4 you? Add to your collection from yesterday's Shanghai lockdown

and quarantine camps? Some example for the future?

www.bbc.co.uk/news/extra/85qihtvw6e/the-faces-from-chinas-uyghur-deten..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lee... Sounds like upstate NY? You have it Sgured out! Now, just set aside money for more than one year of taxes as that will be

another strategy to take your land away. Taxes are the Srst branch of govt to be restored during recovery form a crisis. It is my

observation that if you live in a forest, there will always be some kind of food. Not a tree plantation with single species trees all

lined up in a row with all the competing vegetation that should grow underneath sprayed to death, also killing wildlife. Did you

know that during sugaring season, many native peoples would sleep on the ground in dry weather and eat nothing but a handful

of maple sugar at a time for a month or 2? They suffered no disease or cavities, either. maple sugar has to be nutrient-dense.

After all, it sustains a large tree that can grow many feet a year.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The world will go on and people are more resilient than this. We will come out if this tragedy stronger.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wrong, go read my previous post.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 5:45:13 AM
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly. Chris was the same guy hyperventilating throughout 2020-21 that "Covid" was going to kill everyone (if "global warming"

didn't.) He's a consummate fear monger; and not a dispassionate analyst. He's wrong about energy and so much else. We aren't

drifting towards disaster. There is a Counterinsurgency Plan. It's real. It's ongoing. And we're going to prevail:

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..  No doubt in my mind.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, so logged in earlier to post a glimmer of hope for future changes, appears a group of US senators have (Snally) woken up

to the impending dangers started by the Executive branch in January 2022. Don't presume Biden is wise enough to have drafted

the treason: 3 highly disturbing paragraphs handing tyrannical health powers, thus US sovereignty, to the WHO. Apparently our

illustrious representatives have little to no idea that the WHO has a deep history of bad calls, having called 5 or 6 faked

pandemics in the past. here's the link from today's Epoch Times:

www.theepochtimes.com/freedom-caucus-demands-biden-stop-efforts-to-str..  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - add'l, some

reader's comments posted beside this article are interesting, to say the least!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 8:18:10 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holy moly rrealrose! Thanks for the link!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 1:55:41 PM
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How much oil countries wasted to keep their war machines going for unnecessary wars. Without this waste, and without Ukraine war,

we would have a surplus of oil, instead of inWation. How many trillions did those wars cost? It is estimated $ 7 trillions was wasted for

those wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, but could be higher. While so many homeless Americans live on the street, Biden gives another

$40 billion to push war in Ukraine. And he is sending more and more weapons. Instead of pushing for negotiations, he push for the war

to go on, costing more and more money, destroying Ukraine in the process.

He doesn't care how many Ukrainians will be victim of his policies, as he doesn't care that also Americans will pay the price for his

warmongering, like higher inWation, higher national debts (= more tax). In case you missed it: Henry Kissinger, who pushed for war in

the past, now tells the global elite in openings statement at WEF2022 that Ukraine should give Russia territory. He urged the West to

stop trying to inWict crushing defeat on Russia forces in Ukraine, it would have disastrous consequences for stability.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10847579/Henry-Kissinger-tells-global..  My take on it is, he is right.

The Ukraine war will weaken the US, as Saudies and India don't support the US in this, they back Russia. China will beneSt from the

war. Because of the Ukraine war and the boycot of Russia, now China and India get Russia gas and oil at discount prices, while the US

gets higher energy prices, meaning higher production costs and inWation. So China and India (together almost 3 billions inhabitants!)

can compete much better with the US. Could it be Biden tries to weaken the US, so the WEF can take over more easily?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete - Don't kid yourself on the 40 Billion, its a deal that looks like lending Ukraine the money speciScally to purchase US war

equipment. Doubt that is being clearly delineated by our superScial, sound-bite media; War has always been good for business.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They got you fooled there RrealRose, America guarantied a billion of a Ukraine loan, meaning the US pays the bill when Ukraine

can't pay it back. About the $ 40 billion extra, I didn't read anywhere they are loans. Even if some part is going to be a loan, then

they are without a date for Ukraine to pay it back, meaning, they are forever loans, they don't expire. So the waste of money on

weapons is partly sold to the US public as loans. But part of that extra $40 billions goes to replace the US weapons stock in

Ukraine, meaning the US lost already at least $9 billion in weapons in the war, from the previous $13.6 billion aid.

"The President does intend to sign the bill that includes an increase in presidential drawdown authority funding from the $5

billion the Biden administration originally requested to $11 billion. Presidential drawdown authority funding allows the

administration to send military equipment and weapons to Ukraine from US stocks. Meaning: Biden has a free hand to spend

more US taxdollars on wars without congress permission.

The bill provides $6 billion in Ukraine Security Assistance Initiative funding, another way the Biden administration has been

providing Ukraine with military assistance. The funding allows the administration to buy weapons from contractors and then

provide those weapons to Ukraine. The bill provides $3.9 billion for European Command operations, which includes "mission

support, intelligence support, hardship pay for troops deployed to the region and equipment, including a Patriot battery,"

according to a House Democrat fact sheet.

The new legislation will provide $20 billion in military assistance, ensuring a steady stream of advanced weapons. To address

humanitarian needs, the bill will include $900 million to bolster refugee assistance. There's also $8 billion in general economic

support, $5 billion to address global food shortages that could result from the collapse of Ukrainian agriculture. Where is the aid

to US homeless?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha, Good response! Note did not say Ukraine will ever be able to pay back this scale of a note. The short term winner is the US

but only in short run to stimulate the US economy, however, in the long run? As usual, current administration is kicking that

deScit down the road to the next administrations. That's the norm, especially when dealing funny or Sat money, backed by

nothing. Remember we also have sabre rattling over Taiwan from China, current Shanghai lockdown represents an economic

war against Chinese export supply chains: US and EU are most susceptible. And little Rocket Man is also itching to push more

display buttons. What's your solution, eh?
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greenskycomcast.net
Joined On 11/25/2020 1:18:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a neighbor who will soon be working for BAE Systems:" BAE Systems plc is a British multinational arms, security, and

aerospace company based in London, England. It is the largest defence contractor in Europe, and ranked the seventh-largest in

the world based on applicable 2021 revenues." A old colleague of mine left teaching to work at BAE. A news anchor I used to

watch moved over to BAE as well. BAE and Boeing, and Lockheed and Grumman all do better with War. Our economy depends

on War. And of course, Big Oil loves War as well. The homeless can go to hell. Or join the army.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose - but isn't that what China is doing? In a sense? They are building infrastructure in impoverished nations and that debt -

well - if you can't pay, ya gotta pay somehow. And bam, China owns you now. City after city, all the around the globe. And why

not?
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Rose, my solution for the little rocket man is to send his friend Trump to North Korea to show him the bigger US button.

ha.. ha..

Good remarks Greenskycomcast.net, you are right, remember the famous warning speech about the Military-Industrial Complex

by Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1961. It looks like the military-Industrial Complex has taken over and need continues wars.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trust in God. Stay positive. Stay healthy. Drink a lot of water. And take care of your family and loved ones! Live your best lives!! We are

prepared as normal and enjoy going on many short vacations. Cheers!! Viva  Mexico.
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CeceliaAnn
Joined On 8/30/2010 1:35:07 PM
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Thank you.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What get's me is this was 100% intentional and no one was ever held accountable. They simply just tell us what they are going to do

and then do it
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodie; if you haven't seen it yet, check out the link to one of the videos I posted. It's called: "Planet of the Humans" and it's all

you need to know about the energy industry and the "Green Revolution".
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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I can't even ... the mainstream zombies are still being fed Kool Aid and they're drinking it up. I actually heard someone say the

J&J shot is the only one with problems. I can't even....
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sum-mum
Joined On 4/24/2008 10:16:08 PM
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Every society, from revolutionary France to modern North America, has a god-concept that demands ultimate allegiance. Why

abandoning God and His laws (how life works best, how it is designed to work) has lead us here:

open.spotify.com/.../2w4r51UKVrTz5MbDZinWJ2  Really, those churches that stayed open and followed their commitment to Christ

throughout this "pandemic" are growing massively. More people are becoming free of the bondage of government being their god and

becoming Christ followers because of the churches that are committed to Christ and therefore not living in fear and remaining open

and serving the people in spite of any government mandates.

The government is not ruler over all. The law is the ruler over government. And as God created us and designed this world His law

gives us freedom. That means a free market, we can work, we can serve, we can travel, we can choose healthcare, we can educate, we

can run our family... The state has taken over too many aspects of society (especially education!) and families and the church need to

start using their God given authority and purpose to do the things they were meant to do. When the church and families help their

neighbour people see God's love in action and we change society as more people come to Him. When the state hands out stolen

money there is no love and people stay poor and stay serving the state.

When we do it people are strengthened, become independent and can improve. There is a role for government but it's VERY small.

People have given government responsibilities that were never meant for them and that's why they serve government like a god and

father Sgure. If our culture embraces God's design from the family to the marketplace and church we will do well! Is it any wonder that

government is out to destroy the family at every turn. You destroy the family, you destroy a foundational piece of God's design and

become a slave to the state.
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Sum-mum, these would-be "gods" hate churches, synagogues, families, and tight knit communities. Why? Because they offer

help the state cannot as far as services. Medicine, teaching, or benevolence are performed best locally by individuals without

red tape tying their hands. Just like tailor made clothes, personally cooked meals, and just about anything of quality is still best

done by an artisan on a personal level. Without individuals there can be no human love. The technocrats hate the idea of God

(they deny His existence but hate Him) because He is inSnitely more intelligent and powerful than they. And many of us

"nobodies" look to Him for help instead of their institutions. The irony is their schemes will only make more call upon His name

and repent.
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wareagle82
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None of this is accidental. None of this is the result of circumstance. That can be a hard thing to wrap one's head around but once you

do, you're on a better path. The sad part is that much of the population is unaware of the WEF or The Great Reset or any of this, and

even among those who are aware, they have no idea what these things are about. Worse, those people appear to outnumber the rest of

us and the worst thing about democratic govt is that it comes down to numbers.
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Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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To pray to an external deity and hide in a hole with a cache of MREs will only result in eventual extinction. These ploys only prove that

terrorized people lack judgement and are deeply scared. "God helps those who help themselves," since the universe does not give a

rat's ass about you or would never have left creation sink so low. We can only hope this summer becomes a season of mass protest

and civil disobedience, and people stop waiting for a celestial cavalry to arrive because they are too frozen in fear to act. The good

book let the secret slip; "Ye are gods," and "Greater things shall YE do." That requires the recognition of personal divinity and the power

of will and intent. Christian soldiers and soccer moms could run the hoodlums out of D.C. That will take working outside the system.

True patriots are out there and we can only hope they stand-up in time.
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I wonder if civil disobedience will be enough,. Look at what happened in Canada with the truckers. Canada. Not China. Canada.

The place that is supposed to be saturated with overly polite and nice people. Instead, the govt was ready to turn on the masses

and what's worse is that not a single Western leader spoke out against what Trudeau tried to do. Why not? I'm not sure that we

get out of this without a little blood.
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

What resulted in Canada was the result of unarmed, harmless, peaceful people REQUESTING a God given liberty taken away by

an evil government to be returned to them. How did that work out for ya?
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although they do expect civil disobedience. Hopefully they misjudge the scale of anger when the 'hypnotised' have to realise at

some point, due to the harshness of the changes, how they have been tricked.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Fear is the mortar...Obedience is the brick...Ad that is the House of Government "
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM
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Chris was the same guy hyperventilating throughout 2020-21 that "Covid" was going to kill everyone (if "global warming" didn't.) He's a

consummate fear monger; and not a dispassionate analyst. He's wrong about energy and so much else. We aren't drifting towards

disaster. There is a Counterinsurgency Plan. It's real. It's ongoing. And we're going to prevail:

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?s=w  No doubt in my mind.
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I hope Nov 2022 sends a message to the current leaders of the US. We were not only energy independent, we were an energy exporter

as of 2018. It's not necessarily a Democrat or Republican agenda. Obviously, Joe Manchin is on the side of producing energy right here

in the USA. I'm not sure I agree with the "net zero energy" we are supposedly at. Zero is Zero. That means the lights would be out

everywhere right now, especially in countries that are reliant on importing all of their energy. This is just another mind game to make

people accept the reset agenda. Bringing manufacturing back to the USA is critical to all of this. Again, that's not a Dem vs Rep topic.

Bernie Sanders is as passionate about bringing manufacturing back to the USA as Donald Trump was. Having legitimate candidates to

vote for is the most critical thing we can push for. If everyone running for election has this same 2030 "reset" agenda then we need to

do a recall. Biden and Kamala are a prime example of who NOT to vote for if you value the freedoms our founding fathers and soldiers

died for. I'm semi prepared for the collapse of the economy, but we would all rather not resort to that. I've been saying it for years, we

have NO ONE TO VOTE FOR! Until we Sx that problem, nothing else will matter.
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Nailed it! Thanks.
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I hope so also - but my faith in the system is waving (with how 'Sxable' it can be) -- I don't get why two generals stating exactly

how fraud was pulled off - how they weren't listened to. I digress. We've got to do something, we're in SOS mode here in the U.S.

But from my view out this Starbz window I see a breeze blowing, green umbrellas shading happy people talking and sharing

company while they drink.  If we let the gloom and doom take our joy, then they win. We gotta live our best lives now!
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juststeve
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Right no one to vote for, or very little once in a great while, but, they end up in the trash heap or dead. For now maybe for down

ticket in any election, primary's or general who comes closer to what we really need. Ranked choice voting might help &

proportional representation after that.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

We must transition over the next few years to a nearly pre-industrial style life. The technocrats control all the technology. These

globalists assume we'll go along with their agenda because we're addicted to comfort and convenience. Those of us who are awake

can prove them wrong.
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Chop wood carry water.
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Not necessarily pre-industrial. There's a GIANT difference between developing technology to assist mankind, vs developing

technology to HERD and suppress mankind. An ever present danger is media cheerleaders are presenting seriously unbalanced

reporting and are corporate pigeons - few reporters have been watching for and publicizing this over the past 20 years or so.

Due to mainstream media capture, independents that have stuck their necks out have been attacked, mostly silenced.
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Or the 70's... since the past two years feel like ten years in the 80's ... haha ugh
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juststeve
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Soft Landings? So what, big deal if "we" have one. What soft landings have been are recessions, (Runs on the banks, Bank Panics,

Depressions.) Soft Landings are just the latest mish mush word salad play games with the language or deSnitions to maintain a debt

system. Pandemic - vaccine - safe & effective anyone? The Parasitic Predator$ play - we pay. How is a starving planet fed? Reduce the

world population to 500 million starving slaves & feed them lab mush because nothing is left in a natural world capable of growing real

food, germophobic Predator$ are afraid to eat anyway. So they lust for robot bodies & artiScial brains to house their memory data in.

Where or how fast we are heading our health or well being is lost, if at all in the Predator$ designs. Challenging as all this is in rural

settings, it will most likely be miserable here to. Predator$ past history says they will actively follow China's lead to suppress any

organic self sutciency on our part. Rural, Urban or Suburban, I highly recommend the book Putting Foods By, by Ruth Hertzberg,,

Beatrice Vaughan, & Janet Greene. It covers canning, freezing, making preserves, drying, root cellaring, curing, sprouting along with

making lard, soap, sausage, pasteurizing milk, making cottage cheese, cheese waterglassing eggs, some meat cutting, bacon, maple

syrup.

Also covering spoilage, food safety. My copy is from the mid 70's to 1980's. It is a little over the top on canning safety, some common

sense is involved. It's where I Srst realized how Big Ag/Processed Foods standards were being imposed on small businesses or mom

& pops. Here, we lost some of the best cheese one could want because Too Bigs owning Gov't enforced the standards necessary for

their foods disconnected from life onto & into any & all competition, even in your kitchen. It takes a while to build the inventory to make

all this simpler so clubs, church groups, garden clubs sharing resources may be some of the answer.
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weareone1
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Growing a garden and storing food is necessary and absolutely what everyone should be doing; but if there’s a blackout, how do we get

water? We can exist a fairly long time without food but succumb rapidly without it. Collect rainwater? I suppose drinking the chemtrail

mix is better than nothing at all.
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Well on your property and your generators to power pump. Also all that water stored in your basement purchased by you. Your

septic system works by gravity. The gardening ideas are Sne.  Better to purchase $5000 of canned foods, coconut oil, protein

powder... Just add to all those y2k supplies from 23 years ago.  Lehmans canned meats $500 will feed 2 for a year. Also adjust

diet to OMAD one meal a day results in better meal and less preparation.  Purchase bottled peaches and pears .  Keep it simple,

stay home and enjoy the easy food stored.  Far away from the madding crowd.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL my life, I'm now in my late 70's, we've moaned at Gov's about the things we perceive as wrong or not going well and, after the BS

we were fed at school, we expect, in a Democracy, that government BY people should be doing things FOR the people...To date this

method we've utilised has proved not to produce what we were taught it would at school... It's not that Democracy cannot work...it's

that we haven't HAD a proper democracy, we've had MONOPOLISATION of commerce, much increased since WW11.

So we haven't even had real 'Capitalism'; as many businesses collude in price Sxing, whilst agencies that are meant to keep an eye on

such things, have for who knows what reasons (??), turned a blind eye to many such activities, which over the years has reduced ANY

competition; most large brands, including our media, we now know are owned by only a few massive Corp's. Which leads me to believe

that our system, as we allow it, is NOT FIT FOR PURPOSE especially as these massive Corp's and a few very rich Control Freaks have

inSltrated our Gov's and systems in our 'democracy', as boasted by Klaus Schwab of the WEF.

These businesses, their owners and those few, very wealthy socio/psychopaths also see things are not going very well...which is a

result of all the lobbying THEY did (successfully achieved) and, we have arrived at where we are NOW...Trouble is what these guys

think is 'things going badly' is very different to what the majority of the worlds' populations think is 'things going badly' which is well

illustrated by , yet again Klaus Schwab of the totally unelected WEF, with his words..." You will own nothing and you will be

happy"...Which more or less says, 'We will rule you because we're cleverer than you', which equals: One World Gov!!.

They think they know what is best for humanity, yet, as Chris Martenson says, they have no idea what life is really like for any others

than themselves, but they're so scared of losing power, they want to implement Neo-Feudalism!!!
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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Suzicreamcheese, being in your late 70's has made you a brilliant historian of what has been going on for all that time with the

ability to put it skillfully in your words. Thank you !!!!.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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Well we've had consistent, continual deregulation for decades now. In the UK it was called 'cutting the red tape' and many fell for

it at election times. No surprise. We are the product that corporates clamour for.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The better part of a century of those of us pursuing healing methods to engage with Creations abundance for our needs to only to be

attacked and ridiculed as Wakes & now garden terrorist? Yet, the struggle has led to the discovery of many superior methods to return

to healthy living creating healthy foods, people & a society who don't Need Parasitic Predator$ to save us. The jump to provide for all is

huge as it takes a while not only to learn how to leave the Predator$ dead end & for our lands, water, air and shared lifeforms to heal.

But we know it is possible & it is superior to anything the Predator$ have to offer. To pursue our ways eventually it is all the things the

Predator$ offer that are not needed. In the garden as the soil improves and regains its soul, it provides its own fertilizer, doesn't need

to be limed, weeded, bug sprayed, less water, & way less energy/oil to begin with. So many things provided the Predator$ strive to deny

us - like full, healthy meaningful lives. All is not lost, it just involves the dirty four letter word - work.
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM
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Rensmith, many thanks for your insightful reply. Some fantastic ideas.... I particularly like the idea of CB or Ham radios. Keep thinking

about solutions!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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The writing was on the wall once the FED (aka the Rothschilds), decided that they could print money at whim, which in the process

thereby began to bring about a global collapse of all currencies as other nation states run by their central banks followed suit to keep

the bubble from bursting and ending the charade known as modern day “capitalism”, a euphemism for Sat money laundering by

acquisition of hard assets like precious metals, gold and silver, through a global “switch out” of worthless paper known as the U.S.

dollar. The Rothschilds have long since mastered the technique of trading worthless paper for hard assets. They own virtually half if

not more of the world’s wealth, largely accomplished by means of relentless central bank thievery.

As the United States begins to disappear into the quantitative easing hole’ the Rothschilds built to bury this country in, the risks to the

counterfeiters is very great. As much of the world has begun to awaken to the role of central banks, which have stolen the wealth of

the sheeple, the end game as some of us see it, it is entirely possible that the only major obstacle to the brutal enslavement and

impoverishment of the world is the American people and their arsenal. The stakes could hardly be higher.
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VTSkier
Joined On 10/14/2011 1:06:38 PM
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There is a physics & geology explanation. Unfortunately the WEF has no control over physics or geology, so humankind will have to

deal with it. This graph (from an Australian government analysis) shows it in a nutshell:

www.dropbox.com/s/ymqcs926d3agugz/World%20total%20liquids.jpg?dl=0  This is why it is critical we transition the world from

non-renewable (unsustainable) energy to renewable, primarily solar and wind with storage to handle intermittency. Fossil fueled

vehicles will be worthless without fuel. How can you tell if a hydrocarbon fuel is sustainable?

Answer one question: Where does it get its hydrogen and carbon from? If they come from prehistoric subterranean deposits, it is Snite

and unsustainable (it WILL run out eventually). If they come from water (H2O) and air (CO2) either directly or indirectly, they are

sustainable. Ethanol and bio-gas are sustainable but petroleum and natural gas are not. When you burn bio-gas (methane which is

CH4) it turns back to H2O and CO2. Burned gasoline will never be crude oil again, ever.
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PandoraD
Joined On 5/18/2022 5:36:38 PM
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Dr., you criticize the government, yet you advocate anti-government information. You make my brain hurt.
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man8850
Joined On 5/26/2021 10:36:10 AM
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The major component of you health and well being is Almighty God, your Lord King and Savior, who is one with the Father and that

friends is Jesus Christ. Evil in this life and world will prevail. Why? Because God either permits it so or likewise He will condemn them.

Jesus teaches to turn your back on the world. Live with little as possible. Even reject medicine But good health with little food and

vitamins are optional. Clean water!  He wants to hasten death one might claim and in fact this is true. He has prepared a place for His

elect. Notice the word " Elect " Death is the extension of life. A much better one. So get square with Jesus Christ and pray the rosary

often and daily. In the end the elect will bare witness to those who conducted evil. They will be on their knees begging but it will be too

late. And His elect will have ringside seats.  It's going to be quite a show indeed.
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jennyattheblock1
Joined On 5/24/2022 10:28:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chris Martenson was pushing 'covid' fear from the beginning. In my opinion he is a sham.
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Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At least the price of gold has not changed in any meaningful way in the past year. That means the public still fully embraces the full

value of the US dollar paper as the perfect store of value versus at least some commodities including gold. Most, that is way more

than 50% of the cost of mining gold is the cost of oil as it takes much oil to produce one ounce of pure gold and coin it. You can buy

gold coins and the price of them have not gone up in the past year, but places that sell the minted gold coins are mostly sold out for

the past 3 years, even though they have not increased the price of it. Somehow the price seems to be Sxed (by governments?). In the

past few years, mints have not been producing enough to meet demand, but they have not been meaningfully raising the price versus

the food industries have been drastically raising the price of food.

My guess is perhaps the ultra rich and governments are dumping gold to keep the public from rushing to convert US dollars to gold

due to unrest in the world. The world wide standard requires the price of gold worldwide is denominated in US dollars. So when the

dollar is worth more, the price of gold is down versus the dollar, so it does not change versus other currencies. Perhaps the dollar has

skyrocketed versus other currencies which means gold has skyrocketed versus other currencies, considering gold price is

denominated in dollars. If the dollar ever drops compared to other currencies, gold price in dollars will soar.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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What we have been witnessing for the past 5 years on the part of the liberal/progressive left is the creation of man-made chaos in as

many areas of society as possible known as the Cloward-Piven Strategy, similar to the things Obama did on his way to "fundamentally

changing America" from a free constitutional republic into a communist authoritarian style dictatorship. Little did we know how terribly

close they are to accomplishing their goal. But we are still a highly armed public. The one thing that prevented Japan from even trying

to invade the U.S.A. Bloodshed needs to happen to end the attack on America by the democRAT communist party. It is as necessary as

WWII was to save Europe from the Naziis and Fascists.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While you're all discussing the same things you've been discussing for over two years (to no avail), which has changed absolutely

nothing, the Luciferians are hard at work bringing down this entire civilization. You can call me negative, a pessimist...whatever. I tend

to look at the reality! If you think that the following is "off topic"; you are dead wrong. As humanity sleeps, the agenda for global

dominance is proceeding as planned. These 'people' are all psychopathic, evil scum and if any humans need to be eradicated - it is

they! The WHO and WEF; both meeting, now!  live.childrenshealthdefense.org/albany-ny-rally-at-new-york-state-capi..
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maxxon
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I wonder just how many people realize how very inter-connected the liberals, Covid, and the Great Reset are. Most people know

what Covid is, sort of, but they don't know why. Most know what the liberal agenda is, sort of, but not how evil it is. But I would

bet none know exactly what the Great Reset is at all. For the Great Reset to work the other two elements were necessary Srst.

They lead to the third step. The Great Reset can be compared to what Mao Zedong called his Cultural Revolution but on a more

modern version. But the result will be he same. The enslavement of all people on the globe by the worlds richest Snanciers. The

Federal Reserve in the U.S. and all other central banks world wide are poised for it. This is why Thomas Jefferson called a

"establishment of a central bank more dangerous than funding a standing army". The American public is going to have one hell

of a Sght on their hands to stop the despots of the world.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Maxxon; I suppose that I am an anomaly; because as soon as I heard the "allegation" that a "deadly" virus had taken over the

entire planet - I immediately knew its purpose and I knew exactly what was coming. "The New Normal" was a dead giveaway! It's

an agenda of the oligarchs that goes back decades. The "Great Reset" is just another name for "The New World Order" and it's

the End Game. They have planned this, almost perfectly. They actually tried to roll it out in 2009; although, things didn't go as

planned. As the past two years plus have shown; they are now in full control! I've been posting that the Dystopian Nightmare is

coming within the next 2-3 years. Of course; no one is right 100% of the time. In this case, I am 99% certain that my 'prediction'

is right on the mark. I will NOT allow myself to be injected or microchipped. They will have to kill me Srst!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right randy...not one of these perps have remotely been held accountable. They continue to execute as if they are above the law

and it seem they are since not ONE of them are the least bit concerned. What rational mind believes any of this ends with the

very same people who orchestrated it all are still doing so.
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jeherendeen
Joined On 8/7/2013 3:51:46 PM
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LOL! Martensen's wrong--the WEF doesn't want to micromanage the lives of workers; it wants to kill most of them off. As Catherine

Austin Fitts has been pointing out for YEARS, the Elites Sgure they only need 20% of us for doing their dirty work for them (so the rest

of us need to go--preferably in ways they can proSt from, and which won't be blamed on them, E.g., the scamdemic, for starters).
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It truly amazes me...with all the information that's come out over the past few years, the majority of the population (including

many on this site) still have their heads Srmly planted in the sand! Within a few short years; and probably even less - the WHO,

WEF and UN (the billionaire oligarchs) will have total control over this society! This is not my opinion and not some conspiracy

"theory". It is a conspiracy fact! So many, do not have the "eyes to see" nor "ears to hear". I'm not all "doom and gloom". I try to

get the most out of every day; but as far as any kind of a "future" goes; well...people will Snd out soon enough!
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sue2613
Joined On 6/6/2015 8:25:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a coincidence that the rise in gas prices and staples happens when people in the US Snally got a living wage. The elite in control

must have been pd off when they had to pay the workers a decent wage.
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What Beijing Joe is doing since he was appointed by the democRAT communist party is what Obama had in mind for Hillary to

do except that Donald Trump interfered. That is why Trump is so hated by Clinton, and especially Obama. This man, unlike most

other ex-presidents is still very active in the day-to-day activities of the U.S. government. He still wants to Snish his plan to

"fundamentally change America". That is why he needs to be the Srst one arrested in connection to the Trump-Russia

historically signiScant crime of the millennia. His name is found in some of the Durham investigation documents and emails.

Obama is not just an interested bystander.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crime surging in many areas. Kidnappings. Human tratcking. Break-ins, burglary. Vandalism. Theft. Terrible crimes. I expect it will get

worse. Bad economy, drugs, mental illness. Just a plain lousy upbringing.  Police forces cut. Slow response time. 911 may not work in

time. One more area you may need to take individual responsibility for is your own safety and security.  Are you prepared?  Do what

you can to protect yourself and our family. At the same time, realize there are many good people out there who will help each other.
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jsteedleyyahoo.com
Joined On 7/21/2020 2:48:44 PM
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FINALLY! Someone else is seeing the pattern, too. This is all part of a plan that goes back to the days of Marx & his conspirators. In the

U.S., the commies led riots, the government responded w/ troops, people died. Their reputations were fouled so they developed a

strategy. They inSltrated various 'educational' venues, indoctrinated their victims, & sent them out to continue the process. Today it is

accepted, even expected, that colleges & universities are 'leftist'. If someone is 'educated' they are expected to be leftist, they even

accuse 'conservatives' of being ignorant.

Substitute 'communist' for 'leftist', & students have been being indoctrinated for over 100 years. The 'leftists' have a long history of

corruption & deceit, & violence. From the ***' 'concentration camps', to the gulag, to the killing Selds of Cambodia. Their goal is simple;
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corruption & deceit, & violence. From the ***' 'concentration camps', to the gulag, to the killing Selds of Cambodia. Their goal is simple;

to rule a prison planet. They want a global concentration camp where freedom is not even remembered, certainly not tolerated. IMO, it

is the most demonic thing ever, because their otcial position is atheist.

It is also the most corrupt form of government. One party passed a law, giving >1/2 billion dollars to a 'women's health' organization.

Did anyone even check to see how much of that was 'donated' to the party that passed the law? Another party does the same thing w/

'national defense', and again, no one even checks. The old saying was "follow the money". Now the media is just as corrupt as the

parties & the government. Freedom is for MORAL people. When a people becomes immoral they will lose their freedom. Ours is

already gone.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bigger the budget, the greater the fraud. By conservative estimates, at least 20% of what is budgeted never goes for what is

intended, but ends up in the pocket of a "special friend". If budgets were even reduced by that amount, it would be a great

savings. This is money stolen from the taxpayers who earned it.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. These are not your grandma's communists though. Their methods are different. This is why so many

conservatives/libertarians remain blind. If they started parachuting out of helicopters and shooting, everyone would know

America was invaded. My guess is this group has relatively few people. Most of the soldiers/police they hire are meat heads.

Disposable meat heads who don't realize they're soon to be destroyed. BLM is no longer useful to Soros with all the

"undocumented immigrants" pouring over our border. So these "mostly peaceful" thugs--having outlasted their usefulness--are

being prosecuted to fool the public.
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And all is blamed on the pandemic. (or Trump)
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump warned how many times what would happen in his rallies leading up to 2020 election if the puppet was placed into the

WH? Everything and more has occurred since and almost perfectly as if there was literally no resistance
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dea4358
Joined On 7/5/2019 5:19:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Federal Reserve is NOT privately-owned. That is a long-held belief. Both the Senate and the House had a large-enough quorum to

create the Federal Reserve. The House and Senate have made at least 75 changes to the Federal Reserve since its inception. The

criminals/politicians use the false information as a whipping boy to blame others for their own behavior. For more information on this,

see the following: realitybloger.wordpress.com/2014/10/27/stop-the-religion-of-the-fed/     The real question is who owns the

criminal/politians!
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CeceliaAnn
Joined On 8/30/2010 1:35:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do we do as Americans at this time? I am 70 years old but worry about my grandchildren. What do I say to them to help them

prepare for the future?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch historical movies and Snd books showing how easily misled humankind can be. Awareness is most of today's issue.
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ChrisColes, My heartfelt thanks for your inspiring post. I have long thought in terms of solutions instead of giving my mind time to the

problems. Dr. Mercola and his brilliant posters are the way forward. If everyone could share one solution, we'd all head in a better

direction. Here is mine: I have begun learning how to freeze dry meat for future use. You can do it with nothing but your freezer. Begin

stockpiling meat and begin to freeze dry it now, before there isn't any meat available.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JGB123, we need some sort of communication system and non-gas transportation system. When the technocrats take the

internet down, we can keep in touch with LoRa mesh, CBs, and ham radios. A two way radio is a good way to Sgure out what our

"government" is up to. Electric bikes can be jerry rigged for short trips. Maybe some kind of supply chain/mail delivery can be

drawn up and carried out with golf carts who have been reStted with external combustible steam engines. Getting all our food

locally is a must. Redrawing supply lines is what we need to focus on.
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godskid0
Joined On 9/30/2016 11:22:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gonna miss Stan
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So whats New?  www.bitchute.com/.../KtnHbc0F4ZSy    nothing new here....they been in control worldwide for hundreds of

years........and YOU WILL BOW TO all Jews..... get on you, knees Goy......lick them Boots..Kiss thine ass-ets........worship them Jews !!!!

Your Jesus thing was a Jew....lol..worship Jews
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Jma25873
Joined On 11/9/2017 7:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May all the angels lead Stanley to Paradise! He was great!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent read for New mothers and anyone else.... journals.lww.com/nutritiontodayonline/Fulltext/2022/01000/Meat_Helps_M..
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This water Sltration system is an interesting concept and has been in place and working for a long time:

changingWorida.org/2019/04/03/the-living-machine-colliers-24-year-wat..
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Kitera
Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

to waieagle82  The Canadian take-down of a protest movement was an example of what could happen in a very organized Snancial

system. In Canada, through a smaller but integrated system of Snance and insurance, the government is able to easily and quickly

quell any protest by freezing money. if you don't have money in the banks don't think you can win. The next move is insurance and

driving privileges and the police to enforce those rules and conSscate assets because individuals are no longer legally entitled to

drive. So freeze money - and if that isn't working - freeze movement and assets. Not that many countries would have been able to

respond that quickly with such invasive force against their own citizens.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, the people of Canada had no clue just how communist and dictatorial their leader is. They know now. Are there more

freedom loving patriots than young liberal/Marxists ? Only time will tell. Trudeau has been playing nice with China and it's CCP

for a long time even bringing Chinese military units to British Columbia allegedly for training. Most Canadians never heard about

this until the trucker protests started. B.C. is a very far west wild area very isolated from the liberal east. But all Canadians know

about it now.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nearly any country can respond that quickly. It has all been in place for years.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Geez, what a gloomy perspective on the world. I wake up every day. Sad and feeling hopeless for my grand-childrens futures.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep looking for the silver linings. This crap has to bubble up and into the light of day, so more can see how corrupted most

agencies and existing structures have become. Stay strong!
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel encouraged when I can still take action, help friends with vax recovery meds, protest in public or share warnings or prep

for what is coming. Being psychos I think they have completely misjudged what the human reaction will be. Total helplessness

would be something else entirely of course. I don't see that happening.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love what bee says. "They" won't see the good coming. They are "dark awakeners" and may it go well with them too. Doing good

for its own sake, knowing this is a world of meaning, gives meaning in the moment. It's a privilege to be here in this good Sght

for love and holy truth.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems that very few people understand the magnitude of what's coming. On top of the oligarchs' TOTAL control over the rest of us;

the biosphere is collapsing. Industry has nearly totally destroyed this planet. In short; humanity isn't going to make it much past 2030

(if that!) and if by some strange twist of fate, they do - they will wish they hadn't! The Dystopian Nightmare that you saw in 'those'

movies, is knocking on the door. Soon, it will simply kick it in! -- About that "green" revolution - Here is the best video/documentary I've

seen on the topic...think wind turbines and solar panels are helping the 'cause'? --- www.youtube.com/watch
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just remember there are trolls in place everywhere to frighten one, to make one think everything is hopeless, to make things

seem worse than they really are (tho' they certainly aren't good!). This time now is an exercise in discernment in making sure we

examine what is told us. Each one of us that does this and then stands up for what they truly believe will help move things away

from Dystopia!
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

B.S.
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bugeyeby
Joined On 12/18/2020 10:31:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"making things better again may require new forms of energy that haven’t even been invented yet, or at the least released into the

public domain." Amusing. So, things are not going to get better, whatever that means. We'll be growing and burning trees again.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The trees are already dying off, or haven’t you paid attention? The Bible says 1/3 of all trees and grass will initially be burned up.

The heat can be from not so obvious sources.Time is short, repent.
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kwik54
Joined On 5/23/2011 10:19:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What Happened to Stanley and Gui?? They were the most proliSc posters and they have not been seen for weeks???

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 9:45:43 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know about Stanley, but Gui takes off here and there to enjoy life... :)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 2:12:22 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to say but check out poiesis post. RIP

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 2:18:56 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley gone but not forgotten. RIP

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 8:44:36 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GIVE UP? WHY? NOTHING WOULD PISS THE ELITE OFF MORE THAN HAVING THEIR AGENDA EVEN A YEAR BEHIND SCHEDULE

2031... 2035 WOULD MAKE ME HAPPY :)

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 7:34:57 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why are no more comments or only precious few? Because there is nothing that any one can do to stave off the much predicted

disasters on every front.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 1:23:32 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, we can think and act locally and screw nationally and globally.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 9:13:15 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We could be living in the 2nd most exciting time this planet has experienced and I for one would love to be a part of that. If you have

not read the Book of Revelation you may want to take a look. He is coming soon.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 6:55:15 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, He could be coming in 5 minutes, in 50 years or in 500 years.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 8:20:04 AM
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope this is true.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 8:25:59 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Letro525
Joined On 4/22/2022 8:40:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John said "I will be that man". Result Revelations was cancelled. Jesus said we have the potential to be as powerful as Him.

 Basically Jesus said get to work and stop waiting and praying. Heaven is now work and enjoy.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 10:04:46 AM
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan told me go go and kill myself. Just for your info.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 5:50:25 PM
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liharlu
Joined On 9/22/2010 1:50:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s off topic. Anyone can help what natural supplements to take for high D dimer ?The person has RA /reumathoid arthritis. Taking Rx

blood thinner n the skin is bluish now. And also take D3 5000 n K2. I am wondering if K2 cause high d dimer. Thank you for your help?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 1:55:12 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may want to review this for RA/ - draxe.com/.../serrapeptase  - blue skin? overdosed? an allergic reaction to something? K2

acts as a policeman, keeping calcium in suspension longer in the bloodstream and directing calcium to where the body needs it,

keeping it from laying down in joints, arteries and other places you will not want it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 4:37:50 PM
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liharlu
Joined On 9/22/2010 1:50:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your help. I meant she has lots of bruises on the skin. Could be from Rx blood thinner? And i am wondering what

cause her high d dimer ? I researched online RA can cause it. She just started with D3K2. She has osteoporosis too. I am now

looking for natural supplements for her osteoporosis. Do you have any suggestions? Thank you

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/24/2022 4:51:21 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Energy and Finance Collapse, What Lies Ahead?....suicide rates go up, considerably. Mortgage % rates go up...more homes are

absorbed by bankers and loan institutions foreclose and the government starts to 'acquire' more land .......Oh.by the way..governments

own banks and your money and you and your family and on and on......and who owns the governments? Why its Blackrock and the

NWOdour and another few scammers and poiltical asskissers... And like Bobby Fischer said years ago as a worldwide warning ...>>>>

www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Sscher-speaks-jews  >>>>> “There is no United States as people think of it. It’s just a puppet in the

Jews’ hands. It’s a plaything for the Jews The US government and American Jewry are virtually interchangeable They’re lying bastards.

Jews were always lying bastards throughout their history. They’re a Slthy, dirty, disgusting, vile, criminal people They’re just

unbelievably wicked ” (Bombo Radyo, Philippines, September 11, 2001) “America is totally under control of the Jews, you know. I

mean, look what they’re doing in Yugoslavia The Secretary of State [then Madeleine Albright] and the Secretary of Defense [then

William S. Cohen] are dirty Jews. ” (Philippines radio, May 24, 1999) “First of all, we have to understand what communism is. I mean,

to me, real communism, the Soviet communism, is basically a mask for Bolshevism, which is a mask for Judaism.” (Press Conference,

September 1 1992)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not going to disagree with you but people must understand that today's Jews are not of the tribe in the Old Testament.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen...a Jew is a Jew . A Jew must follow the Talmud....if a Jews does not follow the Talmud he/she is a Goy. OH a lot of

people are a Wanna-be Jew and they are what is known as 'Cannon Fodder' . ... expendable .... Old Testament is the Talmud

......and the Old Testament is Slled with hate and rape and murder and incest and "kill and Eat your Son" stuff..and the new

testament was written by Jews to please the Romans and Newbie Christians .....only so the Jews can use and Control the basis

'Slaves' called Christians.... LOL....Christians will always do the 'dirty work' for the Jew.....lol...... Jews tells Christians to JUMP

and the Christians ask "How High?" .....LOL....mindless Christians "Do Boys" ..........lick dem boots Christian....... Most the US

military are mindless Christians.... Da US money says "In God we trust" not Jesus or Allah or MickyMouse........
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccines are mass murder.....now millions will die.........

greatmountainpublishing.com/2022/05/20/dr-russell-blaylock-levels-bomb..  And Don't forget 5G.....kinda interesting but all the

effects and signs of MonkeyPox and AIDS and Covid(hoax) and many Supposed other Autoimmune Diseases are Exactly the

same as RF Radiation effects..and same as 5G Radiation....Hummmmmm..... depending on Amplitude and Frequency variation ,

wave form and pulse rate....5G has the capability to make anyone do anything ....simply by simple variation of Amplitude and

Frequency variation , wave form and pulse rate...

make a weapon from microwave oven.......I would suggest to NOT make one...as Frequencies and power is extream..and it can

kill ya or permamentally distroy parts of you..or someone else and it on;y take a second ...and "sorry" isn't going to make it

better.and no doctor can save you.. or any god either www.youtube.com/watch?v=80kDn4vit_w&ab_channel=KeystoneScience
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Close, but no cigar on that list of Western values they’re trying to destroy. They’ve already hammered at the basic ones of normal

families (supporting Lgblt), hard work (creating hand out welfare slugs), independence (previous applies here), individualism

(multiculturalism, diversity hypocrisy) but the one Key original Western value is that of the doctrines and principles of

Judeo-Christianity! Satan knows his time is short and this is the End of Days. He despises the Jewish people the most and knows

Christianity destroyed his power. So the prepping and awareness will mean nothing to those who are not saved by God’s Grace only

through Jesus the Messiah of the Jews, but Head of the Church. Amen!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh..........I see........yeah....just don't forget about 5G.....is here to destroy you...
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mymercola111
Joined On 9/29/2011 11:41:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2 Timothy 3:1 through 13. Jesus will be returning before we know it ,it's the only thing that can save us
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay. How many of you think that these calamities can be somehow reversed by man's (and woman's) efforts? I do not. Civilizations

rise and one Sne day they crash and that is what you see occurring. It's like a serious, chronic alcoholic - he's got to hit bottom before

he can pull himself together. // People like to point to the supposedly magical, halcyon 1950s as some sort of Garden of Eden and they

want it back. This will not happen before our sick societies are composted and something new and fresh appears.   I am pretty sure

that whatever arises out of the Snal and total crash will be wonderful, but the old system has to go. It was not as great as so many

think, at least not for the past 100 years. Amerika being the world's policeman, for one thing. This brought about a hatred for us by the

rest of the world. Only today they caught a man who wanted to kill Bush the Younger for starting the Iraq war.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Im really sick of all the gloom and doom. I get it. WEF is there. Seems like we just have to wait and see. there is just nothing any

individual can do about it. Unless you are the leader of the “free world”.  Wait. What?  Sorry, i keep thinking there is one..old habits..
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elon Musk has been a psyop since the early 2000's. Don't let anyone tell you different.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep. So many conservatives want him for our white knight. SMH. Nope. Quit looking to billionaires for salvation.
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